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LABASA SANGAM (SKM) COLLEGE 

HOME STUDY PACKAGE 

YEAR 10 MATHEMATICS 

WORKSHEET 13 

Instructions: 

 Write the answers in the space provided. 

 File the lesson notes. 

 Return the worksheet only  

 

Week 13  

STRAND 5: MEASUREMENT 

SUB – STRAND: APPLICATION OF PERCENTAGES IN REAL LIFE  

 

1. If $200 is deposited in a savings account that earns 7.5% simple interest, how much 

 money will be earned after 3 years?                                                                       (2 marks) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

NAME: ___________________ 

YEAR: ____________________ 
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2. Vilimaina invests $2000 in a term deposit account for 3 years which earns simple 

 interest. After 3 years she has a total of $2388. What interest rate was paid on the 

 account?                                                                                                              (2 marks) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3. Tonasi deposited $2000 into a savings account at 5% compound interest.  

a)  Find the balance after 3 years.                                                                         (2 marks) 
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b) How much interest is paid altogether?                                                                     (1 mark) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

c) How much would have been paid if the account earned only simple interest.  

                                                                                                                                                     (2 marks) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

d) Which is better compound or simple interest? Explain why.                               (1 mark) 
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LABASA SANGAM (SKM) COLLEGE 

HOME STUDY PACKAGE 

YEAR 10 MATHEMATICS 

WORKSHEET 14,15 

Instructions: 

 Write the answers in the space provided. 

 File the lesson notes. 

 Return the worksheet only  

Week 14 & 15 ACTIVITY 

STRAND 6: CHANCE AND DATA 

SUB – STRAND: PROBABILITY 

1. A bag contains 15 identical balls consisting of an equal number of red, green and 

 yellow balls. A ball is picked at random from the bag. 

a) Are all the outcomes equally likely? Give a reason for your answer.                  (1 mark) 

 

 

 

 

b) What is the probability that it will be a green ball?                                              (2 marks) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

NAME: ___________________ 

YEAR: ____________________ 
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2. A spinner is equally divided into six sectors as shown in the diagram below. When 

 the arrow is spun, it stops on one of the sectors labelled A, B, C, D, E or F. 

 

a) What is the probability that the arrow will stop on sector F?                              (1 mark) 

 

 

 

b) If the arrow is spun 180 times, how many times would you expect it to stop on sector 

 F?                                                                                                                                    (2 marks) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3. A standard die is to be rolled. What is the probability of rolling  

a)  a number more than 4?                                                                                             (2 marks)  

 

 

 

 

b)  an odd number?                                                                                                         (2 marks)  

 

 

 

 

 



LABASA SANGAM (SKM) COLLEGE 

YEAR: 10 – AGRICULTURAL SCIENCE 

WEEK 13-14 WORKSHEET 13-14 

NAME: __________________      YEAR: _____ 

DUE DATE: 18-10-2021        TOTAL MARKS: 10 [5%] 

STRAND 3 – Agronomy      SUB STRAND – Horticulture 

1. Explain the recommended Fertilizers [before planting, during planting and during growth] use in 

 growing Chinse cabbage [2 marks] 

____________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________ 

2. List 2 common pest that attacks Chinese cabbage and state its control [2 marks] 

____________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________ 

3.  List 2 common disease that attacks Chinese cabbage and state its control [2 marks] 

____________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________ 

4. State the recommend harvesting and marketing of tomatoes [2 marks] 

____________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________ 

5. Explain Post-Harvest Management of tomatoes. [2 marks] 

______________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________ 



HOME STUDY PACKAGE 

School: Labasa Sangam (SKM) College                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                             Year/Level: 10 

Subject: Basic Technology                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                   Student Name: ______________                                                  

Worksheet Number 1-2 / week 13 

Due Date: 18
th

 October 2021                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                Date :27
th

 Sep –1
st
  Oct 2021                               

Question 1                                                                                                                                
GIVEN : THE PLAN OF A TRUNCATED TRUNGULAR PRISM DRAWN IN FIRST ANGLE ORTHOGRAPHIC PROJECTION  

REQUIRED :     A. COMPLETE THE SECTIONAL PLAN  

                          B. PROJECT THE TRUE SECTIONAL SHAPE  

                          C. DRAW THE FULL SURFACE DEVELOPMENT  

                          D. LABEL ALL THE DRAWINGS    

 

NOTE : DO NOT ERASE THE CONSTRUCTION LINES  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                      

 

 

 
 

 

1 Guidelines shown  1  

2 Correct printing  1  

3 Correct line work 1  

4 Correct starting point used 1  

5 Correct line work  1  

6 Accuracy (L, W & H) 2  

7 Correct shape 2  

8 Neatness 1  

 

                     10  



WORKSHEET ASSESSMENT WEEK 13 

Question 2                                                                                                                              
GIVEN : THE PLAN OF A TRUNCATED SQUARE PRISM DRAWN IN FIRST ANGLE ORTHOGRAPHIC PROJECTION  

REQUIRED :     A. COMPLETE THE SECTIONAL PLAN  

                          B. PROJECT THE TRUE SECTIONAL SHAPE  

                          C. DRAW THE FULL SURFACE DEVELOPMENT  

                          D. LABEL ALL THE DRAWINGS   

 

NOTE : DO NOT ERASE THE CONSTRUCTION LINES  

 

 

 

 

                      

                      

                                       

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1 Guidelines shown  1  

2 Correct printing  1  

3 Correct line work 1  

4 Correct starting point used 1  

5 Correct line work  1  

6 Accuracy (L, W & H) 2  

7 Correct shape 2  

8 Neatness 1  

 

                     10  

5% 
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LABASA SANGAM (SKM) COLLEGE 

HOMESTUDY PACKAGE 5 

WORKSHEET NO: 1    STUDENTS NAME:__________________________ 

SUBJECT: COMMERCIAL STUDIES  YEAR 10_____ 

DUE DATE: 18/10/2021 

Total marks: 10    Weighting: 5% 

Instructions : 

I. Write the answers in the space provided at the back of this page. 

II. File the lesson notes. 

III. Return the worksheets only on the due date as stated above. 

WEEK 13 

DEMAND and SUPPLY 

 

i) Draw and label carefully the demand and supply curve . 
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ii) State the equilibrium price and quantity.   

Equilibrium price __________________________________________ 

Equilibrium quantity _______________________________________  (2 marks) 

 

iii) Shade the area on the graph where quantity supplied exceeds quantity demanded and label it 

(iii)          (1 mark) 

 

 

 

   

a. State the equilibrium price and quantity. 

Equilibrium price      _____________________________________ 

Equilibrium quantity _____________________________________  (2 marks) 

 

b. Explain why the economy would not experience a shortage of textbooks at a price level of 

$18.________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________ (1mark) 

c. State two factors affecting changes in market supply. 

i)__________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________ 

ii)_________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________     (2 marks) 
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WORKSHEET NO: 2    STUDENTS NAME:__________________________ 

SUBJECT: COMMERCIAL STUDIES  YEAR 10_____ 

DUE DATE: 18/10/2021 

Total marks: 10    Weighting: 5% 

Instructions : 

I. Write the answers in the space provided at the back of this page. 

II. File the lesson notes. 

III. Return the worksheets only on the due date as stated above. 

 

WEEK 14 

GOVERNMENT 

 

a. What does the table given above show?  

____________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________ (1mark) 

b. Which item did the Government spent the most on? 

____________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________  (1 mark) 

c. Calculate the total Government Consumption Expenditure for 2008. 

____________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________  (2 marks) 
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d. Which Government Ministry is responsible for preparing the Central Government’s 

budget? _______________________________________________   (1 mark) 

 

e. State at least two items on which the Ministry of Education spends its money. 

____________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________  (1 mark) 

 

f. Differentiate between Local Government and Central Government 

____________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________  (2 marks) 

 

g. State one Central Government expenditure. 

____________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________  (1 mark) 

 

h. State two sources of revenue for local Government.    

____________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________   (1 mark) 
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FORMATIVE ASSESSMENT TWO 

SHORT TEST 

COMMERCIAL STUDIES 

YEAR 10 

TOTAL MARKS: 20 

NAME: ______________________     Weighting: 20% 

Year 10__        Due Date: 18/10/21 

Instructions : 

I. Write the answers in the space provided. 

II. Return the short test  on the due date as stated above. 

 

Multiple Choice 

1. A surplus in a goods market occurs when the 

A. demand is more than supply. 

B. demand is less than supply. 

C. quantity demanded is more than quantity supplied. 

D. quantity demanded is less than quantity supplied 

 

2. A function of the local government includes  

A. cleaning the streets. 

B. providing medical service. 

C. maintaining law and order. 

D. providing education service  

 

 

3. One of the determinant of supply is 

A. weather. 

B. cost of production. 

C. income of consumers. 

D. taste and preferences. 

 

 

4. There are _______________________ factors of production. 

A. One 

B. Two 

C. Three 

D. Four. 
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5. Individuals who are willing to take risks, to bring the resources together and develop new 

products are known as . 

A. Labourers  

B. Carpenters  

C. Entrepreneurs. 

D. Human resources 

 

 

Short answer questions   

1. Use the information given below and your knowledge to answer the 

questions that follow. 

 
Price                              Demand and supply Curve for Pencils 
(Cents) 
80 

70 

60 

50 

40 

30 

20 

10 

0 
 
 10        20       30       40         50       60        70 
         Quantity (Pencils) 
 

a) State the equilibrium: 

(i) Price        __________________________________ 

(ii) quantity   __________________________________  (2 marks) 

      

 

b) At 60 cents, will the quantity supplied be greater or less than quantity 

demanded.  _______________________________________ (1 mark) 

   

        

       S 

        

        

        

        

       D 
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c) If price decreases to 30 cents, what is the 

(i) quantity demanded  __________________________________ 

(ii) quantity supplied _________________________________   (2 marks) 

 

      

2.  Use the information given below in the table and your knowledge to 

answer the questions that follow. 

Price 

($) 

Quantity Demanded 

Cabbage in bundles 

Quantity Supplied 

Cabbage in bundles 

4.50 2 18 

4.00 4 16 

3.00 6 14 

2.50 8 12 

2.00 10 10 

1.50 12 8 

1.00 14 6 

0.50 16 4 

 

i. Draw and label the demand and supply curve on the axis provided   
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ii. Demand and supply curve of Cabbage in bundles 

 

 

         

         

         

         

         

         

         

         

         

 

 

 

                                                                                                                      (2 marks) 

 

 

iii. From the graph, identify the market equilibrium 

(a) Price          __________________________ 

(b) Quantity  __________________________  (2 marks) 

 

3. Identify a type of expenditure incurred by the local government.  

___________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________(1 mark) 

 

 4.  Explain how non-payment of town rates affects the activities of a town or city council. 

___________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________  (1 mark) 
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5. List two problems faced by the local government.       

i) 

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________ 

ii) 

___________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________            (2 marks)          

 

6. State two sources of income for central Government   

i)  _____________________________________________________________________ 

ii)  _______________________________________________________________   (2 marks)                                                                  



LABASA SANGAM (SKM) COLLEGE 

 

YEAR 10 E 

 

HINDI 

 

HOME STUDY PACKAGE -5 

 

2021 

 

 
 

NAME :-------------------------   YEAR :------------------ 

DUE DATE : 18
th

 October  

 

 

 



 

WEEK 13 

 

STRAND :   

Sub Strand : साराांश  - summary       pg 73-74 

Content Learning Outcome 

प्रश्नों का सही जवाब लिखन ेकी क्षमता 

 

 

अांश बीस 



 नन्द ू  
 िक्ष्मण  
 मेिी 
 सालवत्री 
 वाणी 
 भाई कुिदीप ससांह 

एक साि बाद खेत फिर िह्िाने िगी |िक्ष्मण रर षाा की शादी सुवा मं |भाई 
कुिदीपससांह भारत िौट गया |सालवत्री की शादी नावोिी गााँव मं हो गई थी 
|वाणी रर नन्द ूकरीब  
एक फदन नन्द ूपेड़ के नीच ेबैठा आराम कर रहा था फक षसे िगा की आजा षनस ेकहा रहा ह ैफक अच्छा हुआ तू 
फकसान बन गया |तुम जैसे बटेों को इस धरती की जरुरत ह ै| अब तू जवान हो गया ह ैरर कोई दलु्हन खोज िे 
|  नन्द ूषठा ,िूि तोड़ी रर वाणी रर तावीता से शादी की बात करने चि दतेा ह ै|

 

 

BATCH 5     NAME:-------------------------------------------------- 

WEEK 13     YEAR : ---------------------------------------------- 

      DUE DATE:   18
TH

 October                10         

पात्र 







 

 







 
   








 
    








 



        
 







 
   










 
  










 



 











 

YEAR 10 LESSON NOTES 

SCHOOL ; LABASA SANGAM (SKM) COLLEGE 

SUBJECT ; HINDI 

BATCH 5 

WEEK 14 

STRAND :   

Sub Strand : 



Content Learning Outcome 

प्रश्नों का सही जवाब लिखन ेकी क्षमता
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NOTE: THIS NOTE IS FROM BATCH 4 
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YEAR 10 HINDI 
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LABASA SANGAM (SKM) COLLEGE 

HOME ECONOMICS 

LESSON NOTES –BATCH 5 

WEEK 13             Year:   10 

Strand  Food and Nutrition 

Sub- Strand   6 -  FOOD PROCESSING 

LESSON 1 – FOOD PRESERVATION 

Content  

Learning 

Outcome 

 Define convenience foods  

 State the types of convenience foods available. 

  Discuss ways of using convenience foods in meals. 

 Design nutritious meals/ food products using convenience foods 

Preservation 

 means of ensuring availability of food during off season and to adapt to changes in 

the climate.  

CAUSES OF FOOD SPOILAGE  

 Food lasts longest in its natural state, before picking harvesting or slaughtering.  

 Once it is gathered by human beings, it starts to deteriorate due to: 

 1. Enzymes - The natural ripening process by enzymes. The food turns brown, goes 

soft and decays due to over ripening e.g bananas, pawpaws, guavas, carrots, 

pumpkin, tomatoes etc.  

2. Microbial spoilage -There are three types of microorganisms that cause food 

spoilage: 
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REASONS FOR PRESERVING FOOD:  

 Long term storage of fresh produce (12 months+) without needing a refrigerator or 

freezer. 

  To add variety to the diet.  

 Teach skills to next generation. 

  Reduce food wastage.  

  Environmentally friendly - using seasonally grown and locally sourced fresh produce 

re-use preserving jars, reducing food packaging .  

 Home preserved foods will not contain artificial preservatives. 

  Convenient – ready to serve in minutes. 

 Can be used as gifts as nothing beats homemade jam, pickles and chutneys. 

  To prepare for emergencies and illness, for example during natural disasters like 

flooding, draught or arrival of unexpected visitors.  

  Saves money by buying in bulk and seasonally. 
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METHODS OF HOME PRESERVATION 

1. FREEZING: 

 Freezing is a quick, convenient, and easy method of preserving foods in the 

home. 

  Freezing preserves nutritive quality so that frozen foods resemble fresh 

foods.  

 Bacteria, moulds, and yeast are present on all fresh foods and multiply rapidly 

when the temperature is between 40°F and 140°F. 

  Freezing does not kill most microorganisms in food, but it does prevent their 

growth if the food is held at 0°C or lower.  

 When thawed, the surviving organisms can grow again. 

  This is why proper handling and preparation techniques are essential. 

  Frozen foods are easy to serve because most of the preparation is done before 

freezing.  

ENZYMES AND BLANCHING  

 Enzymes are naturally occurring substances in plants that control the ripening process. 

Freezing only slows enzyme activity.  

 Most frozen vegetables will lose quality in the freezer unless they have been blanched  

WHY BLANCH VEGETABLES?  

 To improve flavour, colour, texture, and nutrient retention  

  To slow or stop the action of enzymes in the ripening process  

  To cleanse the surface of dirt and organisms  

 To brighten the colour of green vegetables  

 To wilt or soften vegetables, making it easier to fill containers  

 
2. DRYING 

 Drying basically dehydrates or removes the moisture from the food and this 

simple action inhibits the growth of bacteria, mold and yeast. 

  Moreover, it slows down the enzyme action without deactivating them.  

 These factors ensure that food does not spoil easily and hence, makes drying an 

effective food preservation technique. 
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 Since drying removes the water from the food, the weight of the food item also 

reduces.  

 This not only makes it lighter but also shrinks it in size.  

 In order to use the food, add water to it. 

 Another factor that helps with drying food is humidity.  

 Low humidity will help with the drying process.  

 If the humidity is high, drying will be slower simply because the surrounding air 

would also be laden with moisture.  

 By increasing the currents or flow of air, one can speed up the drying process.  

WAYS OF DRYING FOOD: 

i). Sun Drying: Drying food in the sun is a safe and economical way to preserve food, 

especially fruits. Meats and vegetables, however, cannot be dried outdoors since they have a 

low sugar and acid content. Fruits have a high sugar and acid content, which makes sun 

drying safe and easy. Meats and vegetables are best dried indoors in a controlled oven or 

dehydrator since temperature and humidity are essential when preserving these food groups. 

EQUIPMENT NEEDED FOR SUN DRYING:  

 For drying food in the sun, one needs racks or screens that are placed on blocks or on 

a concrete surface.  

 This arrangement and equipment ensures adequate flow of air around the food.  

  To prevent transfer of moisture from the earth, place the racks or screens on a 

concrete surface or over a sheet of aluminium , which will help to increase the 

temperature.  

  To protect the drying fruits from birds and insects, it is important to protect the fruits 

with some form of covering. To do this, one can simply use either another screen or a 

covering of cheesecloth. 

ii). Oven drying  

 An oven can easily and effectively be used to dry food.  

 For this, place the food in a single layer on a tray or in a shallow pan, and then place 

the tray or pan in an oven preheated to 1600 F for 30 minutes.  

 Ovens have all the three elements needed for food drying – heat, low humidity and air 

flow.  

 However, while it can be possible to dry small amounts of fruit leathers, meat jerky, 

and banana chips, it is indeed difficult to use a home oven to dry large quantities on a 

regular basis. 

iii).Room drying  

 Drying food in the room is different from sun drying. 
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  Here the food that has to be dried is placed in a well-ventilated room or covered 

space. 

  Fruits, nuts, herbs and hot peppers are usually dried in this manner.  

 To dry herbs and hot peppers, either suspend them from a string or tie in bundles 

and suspend them from overhead racks. 

  Keep the herbs and peppers covered in paper bags with small openings to allow 

air circulation. 

  The paper covering will protect them from dust, insects and other pollutants.  

 To air dry nuts in the room, simply spread them on a single layer of paper while 

for partially sun dried fruits, one can simply leave them on their drying trays. 

3. SMOKING  

 When food is smoked, some of the water inside it is lost.  

 Some of the smoke and resin from the wood goes into the food, giving the food a 

special taste.  

 The loss of water and the smoke and resin help to preserve the food. Suitable foods 

for smoking are: Fish, Shellfish, Meat, Whole breadfruit. 

METHOD FOR SMOKING FOOD:  

 Cut meat into thin strips or prepare fish and shellfish as for drying.  

 Thread the fish onto a wire or bamboo and hang about 3 feet (approx. 1metre) above 

the cooking fire. The fire must be kept low so that the food does not cook. There 

should be smoke with no flame. 

4. FERMENTING FOOD 

 Process of causing food to change in taste through the action of special kinds of yeasts 

or bacteria. 

 People in the Pacific used to preserve root crops and breadfruit in fermentation pits 

for ages. 

  It was once the most important method of preserving large amounts of surplus food 

for times of need and for special ceremonies.  

 It was also an important way to store foods when disasters forced people to harvest all 

the food at once: for example, breadfruit  blown down by cyclone.  

 Some bacteria cause milk to go sour, example in yoghurt.  

 These bacteria also cause breadfruit and root crops to go sour during fermentation.  

 Acid or sour food lasts for a longer time because the bacteria which cause food to go 

bad do not grow well in sour food. 

5. ADDITION OF CHEMICALS (PRESERVATIVES)  

1. Salt  

 Salting is the preservation of food with dry edible salt.  

 Salt draws water out of food and dehydrates it.  

 All living things require water and cannot grow in the absence of water.  
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 Salt is used to preserve beef jerky by keeping it dry, and it prevents butter from 

spoiling by drawing water out, leaving just the fat.  

2. Acids  

 Vinegar and all other citric juices can be used as a preservative.  

 These are the preservative and flavoring agent in most pickles and chutneys. 

  They contain acetic acid which does not allow bacteria to survive.  

3.Sugar  

 Sugar plays a role in the preservation of many food products.  

 The addition of sugar to jams and jellies, for example, inhibits microbial growth and 

prevent spoilage.  

 Having the ability to absorb water, sugar withdraws moisture from micro-organisms.  

 As a result, micro-organisms become dehydrated, and cannot multiply and cause food 

spoilage. 

4.Oil  

 Oil is a natural food preservative as it can be used in several foods to preserve.  

 Oil has an ability to stop the moisture from entering the food.  

 It acts as a barrier for moisture by forming a layer on the surface of the food to stop 

the process of oxidation. 

 5.Spices  

 Spices like red chilies, coriander, bay leaves, garlic, ginger etc. are great 

preservatives.  

 Spices also contain antioxidants that help in preventing food oxidation. 

PACKAGING AND STORING DRIED FOODS: 

 It is important to pack and store dried foods properly since they are prone to insect 

contamination and moisture re-absorption.  

 Begin by cooling the foods completely. 

  Foods that are warm tend to give off moisture after cooling, tightly pack the dried 

food into clean and dry insect-proof containers. 

  While packing them tightly, do ensure that the food does not get crushed or broken.  

 It is a good idea to pack foods according to serving -or recipe-size amounts.  

 Reopening the package several times will expose the dried food to air and moisture, 

therefore reducing its shelf life and quality.  

 Store dried food in cool, dark areas and most dried foods have a storage time from 4 

months to a year.  

 The storage temperature plays an important role in determining shelf life. 

  Higher storage temperatures mean lower storage time.  
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 Most dried fruits can be stored for a year at a temperature of 600 F and for 6 months 

at a temperature of 800 F Dried vegetables can be stored for half the storage period of 

that of fruits. 

 Keep a close eye on stored dried food to check for moisture that may creep in during 

storage. 

  Glass containers make this easily possible.  

 If one spots moisture on food, it is a good idea to dry and package them again. 

Mouldy foods, however, should be discarded immediately.  
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LABASA SANGAM (SKM) COLLEGE 

HOME ECONOMICS 

LESSON NOTES –BATCH 5 

WEEK 14            Year:   10 

Strand  Food and Nutrition 

Sub- Strand   6 -  FOOD PROCESSING 

LESSON 2 – FOOD PLANNING AND PRODUCT 

DEVELOPMENT 

Content  

Learning 

Outcome 

 Identify the nutritional needs of special groups of 

people(adolescents, invalids and convalescents).  

  Select foods suitable for different needs.  

  Plan, prepare and evaluate nutritious meals for special needs.  

 Use the cooking skills and methods appropriate to the preparation 

of food for special needs 

 

PLANNING FOR SPECIAL NEEDS  

 Everyone has different needs and requirements for food according to their age and 

sex; health condition, daily activity, the climate in which they live, their likes, 

dislikes, food customs and taboos.  

 It is important to consider an individual need for a type of meal that suits him or her at 

a particular time. 

 AN ADOLESCENT’S DIET  

 Adolescence is a critical period of growth and development, so good nutrition is 

essential.  

 During adolescence, the need for most nutrients including energy, protein, vitamins 

and minerals increases.  

 As appetite is also likely to increase, it is important that food choices are made 

carefully. 

  It can be tempting at this time to increase the intake of snack foods and fast foods that 

are high in fat, sugar and salt.  
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EATING TIPS TO IMPROVE AN ADOLESCENT’S DIET  

Small changes can make a big impact. 

Try to:  

 Cut back on sugary drinks like soft drinks and energy drinks. Water is the healthiest 

drink – try adding a slice of lemon, lime or orange for flavour.  

  Keep a fruit bowl stocked at home for fast and low-kilojoule snacks  

 Eat breakfast every day so you are less likely to snack on junk food at morning tea. A 

whole meal or wholegrain breakfast cereal that is low in sugar served with low-fat 

milk can provide plenty of vitamins, mineral and fibre. Other fast and healthy options 

include yoghurt or whole meal toast.  

  Do not skip lunch or dinner either.  

 Help with the cooking and think up new ways to create healthy meals. 

  Make those old family recipes lower in fat by changing the cooking method – for 

example, grill, stir-fry, bake, boil or microwave, instead of deep frying.  

 Reduce the size of your meals.  

 Do not add salt to your food.  

  Do not eat high-fat foods every time you visit a fast food outlet with your friends.  

 Many of the popular fast food chains now have healthier food choices on the menu.   

POTENTIAL NUTRITION-RELATED PROBLEMS FOR ADOLESCENTS 

1. OBESITY 

 All over the world, adolescent obesity is on the rise.  

 In the Pacific Island, the prevalence of overweight and obesity is reported to 

be on the increase among children and adolescents, suggesting a problem with 

energy imbalance.  

 Obesity is associated with an increased risk of obesityrelated diseases like 

diabetes and heart disease. 
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  Experts have linked this rise in obesity to lack of physical activity and an 

increase in the amount of fast food and “junk food” available to adolescents.  

 Staying active and avoiding sugary drinks and fatty snacks foods will promote 

a healthy weight for adolescents.  

2. EATING DISORDERS 

 Over-eating, under-eating and eating disorders can have serious health impacts.  

 Adolescents tend to be very conscious of appearances and may feel pressured to 

be thin or to look a certain way (that is self-image).  

 Fear of becoming obese may lead to overly restrictive eating habits.  

 Some adolescents even go to the extent of resorting to self-induced vomiting in 

an attempt to control their weight.  

HIGH-RISK ADOLESCENT GROUPS 

1. PREGNANT ADOLESCENTS 

 When a teenager becomes pregnant, she needs more nutrients than her non-pregnant 

colleague to support both her baby and her own continued growth and physical 

development.  

 If her nutritional needs are not met, her baby may be born with impaired foetal 

growth and the subsequent low birth weight or other health problems.  

 For the best outcome, pregnant adolescents need to seek prenatal care and nutrition 

advice early in their pregnancy. 

2.  ATHLETES 

 Adolescents involved in athletics may feel pressure to be at a particular weight or to 

perform at a certain level.  

 Some young athletes may be tempted to adopt unhealthy behaviours such as crash 

dieting, taking supplements to improve performance, or eating unhealthy foods to 

fulfil their hearty appetites. 

  A balanced nutritional outlook is important for good health and athletic performance. 

3. VEGETARIANS 

 A vegetarian diet can be a very healthy option.  

 However, adolescents who follow a vegetarian diet, whether for religious or personal 

reasons, need to carefully plan their intake to get the protein and minerals they need.  

 Strict vegetarians (those who do not eat eggs or dairy products), also known as 

vegans, may need nutritional supplements to meet their needs for calcium, vitamin 

B12, and iron. 

4. CONVALESCENTS 

 A convalescent is a person who is recovering from an illness, injury or surgery.  

 For instance, Shelly recently had her appendix taken out.  

 She has been allowed to go home to recuperate. 
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  Shelly is now considered a convalescent.[recovering at home] 

  Temporary, her diet will be adjusted to help her overcome her temporary weakness.  

 She will return to her normal diet once she is well again. 

  Most convalescents want to do no more than sleep and rest.  

 This is because when you are ill, you feel weak and have a poor appetite.  

 Yet, the convalescent must eat nourishing meals in order to regain good health.  

 They need food that will compensate for the loss of nutrients and strength that has 

occurred, e.g. loss of iron as a result of losing blood or loss of calcium or protein 

from a bone fracture. 

 

NOTE: 

 Dietary fibre must not be forgotten as constipation is common amongst convalescents.  

 More fruits and vegetables to be eaten if convalescent becomes constipated.  

 There is a need to lower the amount of fats and carbohydrates since a convalescent’s 

movement is reduced; energy need is less. 

Tips to remember  

1. Follow the doctor’s orders if any have been given.  

2. Observe strict hygiene in preparing and cooking the food.  

3. Consider the convalescent’s likes and dislikes.  

4. Avoid oily and strongly flavoured foods such as fried foods and hot curries as these are not 

easily digested 

 5. Do not serve leftover food because of the possibility of food contamination and the loss of 

valuable nutrients like Vitamin C.  

6. Serve the food neatly and attractively on t tray to help stimulate the convalescent’s poor 

appetite. 

Serve small portions of food at regular intervals. Often the convalescent is able to eat only a 

small amount of food each time, his appetite is poor. 
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5. INVALIDS  

 An invalid is a person who is disabled as a result of illness or injury.  

 As such, food for invalids should provide the maximum amount of nourishment with 

the minimum amount of bulk.  

 Food essential in the invalid’s diet includes: 

 

Energy Foods:  

 Should be restricted and used to round off the appetite after the essential foods have 

been eaten e.g. desserts or sweets 

Note:  

 During illness, digestion is impaired.  

 Food such as pastries, oily fish, fatty meat, fried foods, cheese and highly seasoned 

foods should be avoided. 

PREPARATION OF FOOD FOR SPECIAL NEEDS HEALTHY COOKING 

METHODS 

1. POACHING:  

 Cooking food either partially or completely covered by a liquid which is brought to, 

and maintained at a temperature just below boiling point.  

 Poaching is an effective way of cooking foods for either hot or cold service, not only 

does it produce healthy food but it enhances flavour. 

  It can however require considerable skill and judgment particularly with complex 

shallow poached fish dishes.  

 Some dishes described as poached are strictly speaking a mixture of boiling & 

poaching, for example, a whole poached salmon.   
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PURPOSE OF POACHING  

Main reasons for which foods are poached include 

  It is a fast method of cooking tender food  

 Food is moved as little as possible and does not break up or fall apart  

 Poaching liquid can contribute to taste and make good bases for sauces  

 Keeps flavour of food well and does not add fats/oils 

 METHODS OF POACHING 

1. Deep Poaching:  

 Involves covering the food with cooking liquor, and is usually carried out on top 

of the stove.  

 

2. Shallow Poaching –  

 Food is partially covered with cooking liquid.  

 The process is usually started on top of the stove and continued in the oven. 

  The liquid usually comes two thirds of the way up the food.   

 

 

source:internet 

 

  2. STIR FRYING 

 Stir frying is a technique that cooks foods quickly, using only a small amount of fat.  

 Food is continuously stirred /tossed to cook it.  
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Source: internet, 

 

 ADVANCED COOKING METHOD ROASTING 

 Roasting is high-heat baking with very little moisture.  

 Roasted foods get drier and browned on the outside by initially exposing it to a high 

temperature.  

 This keeps most of the moisture from being lost. 

  Temperature is then lowered to cook the meat through.  

 Basting during roasting ensures meat remains moist and prevents drying or burning.  

 The flavours of both meats and vegetables are retained and enhanced by roasting. 
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LABASA SANGAM (SKM) COLLEGE 

HOME ECONOMICS 

LESSON NOTES –BATCH 5 

WEEK 15       Year:   10 

Strand  Food and Nutrition 

Sub- Strand CHAPTER 1 – THE FAMILY 

LESSON 1- HUMAN DEVELOPMENT 

Content  

Learning 

Outcome 

 Identify the different stages of human development  

  Discuss the physical growth and development in all stages of 

human development  

  Discuss changes that occur during the period of adolescence   

 Explain factors that influence the identity of individuals 

 

The Life stages 

 Development and growth work together within the body from conception to 

adulthood.  

 Once a person has reached a certain stage for example, infancy ,he/she passes on to 

the next stage of development, i.e. childhood. 

  It is like going from Kindergarten to Primary school to High school and then to 

Tertiary institutions.  

 This lesson covers the first four stages of human development; 

 Prenatal-growth which is the early stages of human development,  

 Infancy, 

  childhood and  

 Adolescence, the stage to be studied at this level.  

 

Source: Vosailagi Family Pics, 2010 
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Physical Growth and Development 

 Physical Development simply refers to growth.  

 The body goes through changes from one life stage to the next. 

 These developments are affected by certain factors:  

1. Heredity- 

 most of our characteristics are inherited from our parents and family . 

 For instance you may have your Mom’s eyes or your Dad’s complexion. 

  In some cases someone in your family will resemble someone from past 

generations for instance a great- great mother or grandfather.  

2. Environment,  

 including:  

 contact with other people;  

 opportunities available, example in sports; 

  the kind of climate you are exposed to 

3.  Diet- 

 You eat the food which is available to you.  

 What we choose to eat and how it is prepared contributes largely to our 

physical development. 

Pregnancy or Gestation 

 Gestation is the period during which the baby grows and develops inside the 

mother’s body and lasts for about nine months or forty weeks. 
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Development of the baby during gestation 

Second to eighth week of gestation: 

 The baby is called the embryo.  

  The embryo is connected to the 

mother’s body by the umbilical cord.  

 It is through this cord that food and 

oxygen pass from the mother to the 

embryo and waste products from the 

embryo are carried back to the 

mother.  

 Amniotic Sac: Contains a liquid in 

which the embryo floats in. It 

cushions the embryo from shocks.  

Eighth week: 

 The face, hands and fingers, legs, 

feet and toes have formed.  

 A skeleton of soft gristle has 

developed.  

After the eighth week:  

 The embryo is called a foetus and 

resembles a human being. 

  All the main organs of the body are 

formed and the heart beats steadily. 

 
By the end of the sixteenth week: 

 The foetus is covered with fine downy 

hair.  

 This disappears by the seventh or 

eighth month.  

 The foetus begins to move and the 

movements are felt by the mother. 

 
 At twenty four weeks:  

 The foetus is covered with creamy 

substance called the vernix that 

protects it in its watery environment.  

 At this stage, the foetus is well 

developed and the mother’s uterus 

stretches to accommodate the 

development. 

 
During the last month of gestation,  

 The foetus turns upside down and 

waits to be born. 
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Signs and Symptoms of Pregnancy 

In the first three months, she will probably notice the following changes:  

 She misses her period (menses). 

 This is the first sign of pregnancy.  

 In fact, menstruation will not start again until a period has elapsed after the baby is 

born, usually six weeks.  

 She may experience a feeling of nausea early in the morning or at different times of 

the day.  

 This is referred to as ‘morning sickness’.  

 She may need to pass urine more often. 

 This is because the enlarged uterus is pressing on the Urinary bladder. 

 Her breasts may feel full and a little tender. 

Not all women experience these signs and symptoms as different women experience different 

things. 

  By the beginning of the fourth month,  

 the mother will experience other symptoms like feeling tired easily and special 

cravings.  

 Her uterus begins to enlarge and gradually it becomes obvious that the mother is 

expecting a baby.  

 She begins to feel the movements of the baby inside her uterus. 

During the second half of pregnancy, some of the following problems may be experienced 

.  Varicose veins may appear, usually on the legs.  

 As the foetus grows bigger and heavier, the pressure on blood vessels in the legs 

increases and this causes the veins to swell.  

 The veins at the back of the knees and on the calves bulge and become prominent.  

 Varicose veins can be prevented if the mother sits with her legs raised whenever 

possible.  

 As the foetus grows heavier, the mother may experience backache.  

 This can be relieved with plenty rest and by maintaining proper posture.  

 The mother should always try to stand up straight and if sitting keep her back straight.  

 She should be encouraged to wear flat shoes.  

 When lifting an object from the ground, the mother should put one foot slightly in 

front of the other, bend both knees and then straighten her knees as she lifts the object. 
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  An expectant mum often feels more tired than usual. 

 She must ensure that she gets enough exercise and rest. 

Prenatal or Antenatal Care 

 The expectant mother should take special care of her health.  

 She needs to do this not only for her sake but to give her baby a good start in life.  

 The growth of the fetus depends a great deal on the mother’s health; the healthier the 

mother is the healthier the baby will become. 

  This special care for the expectant mother, known as Prenatal or Antenatal care, is of 

the utmost importance.  

Clinical visit 

 The expectant mum should consult her doctor early, preferably as soon as she knows 

that she is pregnant  

 The visits will be begin monthly and becomes more frequent as she approaches the 

ninth month.  

 These visits help the doctor to monitor the progress of the mother and the baby. If any 

disorder is discovered, it can be attended to at once. 

Diet 

 What the mother eats affects the baby. 

 Thus the mother must make sure that she eats nutritious meals to provide proper 

nourishment for the baby.  

 She also needs to maintain her own health and vitality. 

Clothes 

 Expectant mothers’ clothes should be comfortable and attractive.  

 They should not be tight at the waist or bust, and should hang from the shoulders. 

  Lightweight cottons and cotton blends are very comfortable to wear. 

Shoes 

 Shoes should be low-heeled and comfortable 

.  High heeled shoes may cause backache and accidents.  
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Fresh air and exercise 

 An expectant mother continues to do her normal chores but must be careful not to 

strain herself. 

  Some recommended exercises which will keep the mother fit and prepare her for 

delivery are:  

 Daily walks  

  Swimming  

 Antenatal exercises recommended by the doctor who will help to straighten the back, 

thigh and abdominal muscles. 

Development Changes at the different stages  

1. INFANCY STAGE: (0 – 18MONTHS) 

The child learns to:  

 Lift head 

  Crawl around    

  Sit up  

 Walk  

 Eat solid food  

 Crawl  

 Toilet training  

 

2. CHILDHOOD :( 18 months- 12 years) 

This stage is between infancy and adolescence.  

Growth in this stage is less rapid.  

 The child becomes taller, losing baby appearance. 

  The muscles become large which is necessary for running, jumping, and climbing, 

hopping, skipping.  

 Later on smaller muscles needed for fine work such as using a pencil, scissors and a 

knife and fork, develop. 

 

source:internet 
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3. ADOLESCENCE :(13-19years) 

 Adolescence is the stage between childhood and adulthood. 

 This is when puberty occurs and is referred to as the period of rapid growth since 

the body will undergo many physical changes.  

 The rateat which an individual reaches puberty (sexual maturity) differs due to 

factors such as heredity, diet and environment. 

PHYSICAL CHANGE 

 

PSYCHOLOGICAL CHANGES  

These changes relate to the mental growth of an adolescent. 

 The adolescent at this stage prepares for an occupation so she/he can be financially 

independent and have a feeling of self-worth.  

 Improve old skills  

 Learn new skills 

  Train for an occupation 

  Make own decisions  

 Get a job 

GOOD GROOMING HABITS  

Well-groomed persons take care of their appearance so that they may look presentable 

always. 

 This means having good Personal Hygiene for example: 

 Wear clean presentable clothes. 

  Hair combed and, or tied neatly  

 Bath regularly, twice a day. 
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  Clean teeth regularly.  

 Keep fingernails and toe nails short and clean. 

  Eat healthy meals that will contribute to good health.  

 Exercise regularly. 

Naps  

 Can Improve Your Skin  

 A nap is a short period of time one spends sleeping and is taken during the day.  

 Naps fight stress and help you feel more rested, and also have benefits for your 

skin. 

  Many people take naps to make up for the lack of sufficient sleep hours, but there 

are also people that take naps during the day to regain energy and relax.  

 You also have to listen to your body clock and if you notice any signals such as 

yawning or you feel tired, it may be time for a nap.  

The Benefits of Naps  

 

 for your Skin During naps, the body may go through the first stage of sleep, 

which is non-rapid eye movement (NREM).  

 During this stage, the body regenerates and allows the cells to regenerate as 

well.  

 The skin cells can benefit from naps and you may notice that the skin has a 

fresher appearance after a nap. 
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WORKSHEET  - 13/14/15       FOOD PRESERVATION 

MULTIPLE – CHOICE     

Circle the best answer         (10 marks) 

1. Substances that help to improve the taste, appearance and nutritional value of 

convenience foods are known as food 

 A.  Oxidants.  

B.  Additives.  

C.  Chemicals.  

D.  Preservatives.  

2.  Preserving foods in lemon juice and vinegar helps food  

A.  Maintain a longer shelf life.  

B.  Increase the moisture content.  

C.  Retain all the vitamins in the food. 

  D.  Release more nutrients to the liquid. 

3. The baby at eight weeks of gestation is called the 

 A.  ovum.    

B.  foetus.    

C.  zygote.   

D.  embryo. 

4.  Good personal hygiene means  

A.  Changing our hair style.   

B.  Keeping ourselves clean and healthy. 

 C.  Wearing matching accessories to work.   

D.  Applying perfume and make up to work. 

5. Which of the following methods of preservation is used in the production of pickles?  

A.  Drying  

B.  Freezing  

C.  Canning  
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D.  Smoking  

 

6. The creamy substance which covers and protects the foetus from its watery 

environment is called  

A.  gristle.     

B.  vernix.  

C.  amniotic sac.     

D.  umbilical cord.  

7.  Blanching vegetables before freezing  

A.  activates enzymes in the vegetables.  

B.  destroys the enzymes in the vegetable.  

C.  seals the juice outside the vegetables.  

D.  destroys all the micro-organisms in the vegetables.  

8. Which of the following factors affect the growth of microorganisms?  

A.  Water, oil and air  

B.  Moisture, heat and air  

C.  Minerals, fat and water  

D.  Protein, water and minerals. 

9. Which of the following groups of food is easily contaminated by harmful micro-

organisms?  

A.  Milk, meat, fish  

B.  Pickle, jam, chutney  

C.  Potatoes, tomatoes, apples  

D.  Pawpaw, orange, pineapple. 

10.  Why do we preserve food? 

 A. To create a new hobby. 

 B. To show-off  your skills 

 C. To add variety to your diet  
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 D. To compete with others. 

 

WORKSHEET  - 13/14/15       FOOD PRESERVATION 

MULTIPLE – CHOICE    Circle the best answer    (10 marks) 

1. Which of the following is an environmental factor that contributes to food spoilage?  

A.  Yeasts      B.  Moulds   

C.  Bacteria     D.  Mishandling. 

2. The method of preservation whereby food is made to change in taste through the 

action of special kinds of yeast and bacteria is  

A.  Drying.  

B.  Pickling.  

C.  Smoking.  

D.  Fermentation. 

3.  Cooking method whereby food is cooked by the vapour that is generated from boiling 

water is  

A.  Blanching.  

B.  Deep poaching.  

C.  Direct steaming.  

D.  Shallow poaching. 

4. The cooking method demonstrated on the right is 

     

 A.  Stir frying.  

B.  Poaching.      

     

C.  Steaming.  

D.  Roasting.  
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5. Vegans are also known as  

A.   Ovo-vegetarians.   B.   Strict vegetarians.  

C.   Lacto-vegetarians   D.   Lacto-ovo vegetarians. 

 

6. A person who is recovering from an illness, injury or surgery is called  

 

A.   An invalid.  

B.   An anorexic.  

C.   A vegetarian.  

D.   A convalescent.  

7. Invalids are described as that group of people who are  

A.  Retired. 

 B.  Sick and recovering. 

 C.  Working group of people.  

D.  Sick and unable to recover.  

8. An example of domestic food preservative is  

A.  Sugar. 

 B.  Nitric acid. 

 C.  Curry leaves. 

 D. Hydrochloride.  

9. Cooking food gently in water or milk just below boiling point is called  

A.  Toasting.  B.  Poaching.  C.  Steaming.  D.  Browning.  

10. The period during which the baby grows and develops is  

A.  Gestation.    

B.  Ovulation.    

C.  Fertilisation.   
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D.  Menstruation. 

LABASA SANGAM (SKM) COLLEGE 

HOME ECONOMICS 

SHORT TEST TWO  -20% 

 

Name :__________________________ 

Year:_________________ 

SHORT ANSWER QUESTION 

 There are five questions. Answer all the questions.  

Each question is worth 10 marks. 

1. Poaching is a healthy method of cooking versatile foods like eggs cooked in 

simmering liquid.  

Given below are 6 steps of a simple method for poaching an egg. 

The steps are not in the correct order. Re-arrange them in the correct order. 

The first step is done for you. Write the correct number in the space provided. 

 

(i) Allow the egg to set around the yolk like a white pillow. The egg should 

float to the top when the white is set.  

(ii)  Let the water simmer until there are steadily breaking bubbles on the 

surface then add a splash of white wine vinegar. Swirl the water around 

with a spoon to create a vortex.  

(iii) Use a slotted spoon to remove the egg from the water.  

(iv)  Break an egg into a cup and pour it slowly into the water, white first. Try 

to keep the lip of the cup close to the water to stop the egg from 

dispersing.  

(v) Gently place the egg onto a paper towel to absorb the excess water before 

transferring to a plate for serving.  

(vi) Take a deep pan and fill it with about 2-3 cups of water. 

 

1.  -  ( i).     4.____________ 

2. _________    5.____________ 

3. _________    6. ____________      (5 marks)  

 

 

20 
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2. Matching         (4 marks) 

Match the terms in List A with the descriptions in List B. Write the letters of the 

description from List B in the spaces provided beside the numbers 1 to 4 in your 

Answer Booklet 

List A A. A technique that cooks food quickly, 

using a small amount of fat. 

1. Boiling B. Cooking food in enclosed dry heat. 

2. Stir Frying  C. High heat baking with very little 

moisture. 

3. Steaming D. Cooking food either partially or 

completely covered by liquid at a 

temperature just below boiling point. 

4. Roasting  E. Cooking food in bubbling liquid at 

100ºC 

  F. Cooking food in surrounding vapour. 

 

1. ______________ 

2. ______________ 

3. _____________ 

4. _____________ 

3. Why is it advisable not to include fried foods in the diet of a convalescent?   (1 mark) 

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________ 
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4. Differentiate between deep poaching and shallow poaching in relation to the use of 

cooking liquid.         (2 marks) 

 Deep Poaching 

_______________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________ 

 Shallow Poaching 

_______________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________ 

5. Explain why basting is important during roasting.      (1 mark)  

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________  

6. This question in covered in the topic – Product Development. 

Given below is a Cash Book Record for Sandra’s small home enterprising activity. 

Use the information given to answer the questions that follow. 

 

 

(i) How much was Sandra’s start -up capital?     (1 mark)  

____________________________________________________________________ 
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(ii) (ii) Calculate the profit that Sandra made.     (2 marks) 

____________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________ 

(iii)  Explain one importance of keeping a cash book record.    (1 mark) 

____________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________ 

HUMAN DEVELOPMENT 

6.  Identify three factors that affect our Physical Developments ?      (3 marks) 

 ____________________________________________________________________  

 ___________________________________________________________________  

 ____________________________________________________________________  

THE  END ! 

STAY SAFE AND STAY BLESSED! 

 



 
 

 

HOME STUDY PACKAGE 5 

LABASA SANGAM (SKM) COLLEGE 

OFFICE TECHNOLOGY-2021 

YEAR 10 

WORKSHEET 13 

CHAPTER 1 MODERN OFFICE 

DUE DATE FOR SUBMISSION : 19
TH

 October  

WEIGHTING : 5% 

MARKS : 10 

STUDENTS FULL NAME:______________________ 

YEAR: _________________ 

INSTRUCTIONS 

Since the coverage is over in the last batch(batch 4). Therefore from batch 5 you will only 

receive worksheets . To complete this worksheet and short test refer to chapter 1 (modern office) 

1. Explain the following 4 component of an office? 

a. people 

____________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________( 1 mark) 

b. tools 

_________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

           (1 mark) 

c. records/data 

_________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________(1 mark) 

d. other Resources  

_______________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________(1 mark) 

 

 

 

10 



 
 

 

2. Explain office layout chart? 

____________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________ (1 mark) 

 

3. List 4 importance of obtaining the right equipment? 

 

____________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________(2 marks) 

 

 

 

4. List 3 rules of better workflow? 

____________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________( 3 marks) 
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LABASA SANGAM (SKM) COLLEGE 

YEAR 10 SOCIAL SCIENCE WORKSHEET 1 

TOTAL MARKS:10 

STUDENTS NAME:______________________            YEAR 10:________________ 

WEIGHTING: 5%                                           DUE DATE: 19TH OCTOBER 

SHORT ANSWER QUESTION 

1. Define what is soil. 

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________ 

                                                                                                          (1 mark) 

2. Explain a factor that affects soil formation. 

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________ 

                                                                                        (2 marks) 

3. Explain what is endemism and give an example in Fiji 

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________ 

                                                                                        (2 marks) 

4. State two physical factors that determines landuse and the types of 

crops grown in an area. 

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________ 

                                                                                             (2 marks) 

5.    Explain a cultural factor that determines landuse and crops  

_______________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________ 

                                                                                          (2 marks) 

6.  State a social factor that determines landuse and the types of crops 

grown                                                                                     

_______________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________ 

                                                                                                  (1 mark) 
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LABASA SANGAM (SKM) COLLEGE 

YEAR 10 SOCIAL SCIENCE WORKSHEET 2 

TOTAL MARKS:10 

STUDENTS NAME:______________________            YEAR 10:________________ 

WEIGHTING: 5%                                           DUE DATE: 19TH OCTOBER 

RESOURCE INTERPRETATION 1                                              (5 marks) 

 

1.Name the type of farming depicted in the picture above.               (1 mark) 

___________________________________________________________________________ 

2. State two markets where the manufactured product is being exported to 

___________________________________________________________________________ 

                                                                                               (2 marks) 

3. Explain a problem faced by the above industry.                         (2 marks) 

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________ 
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RESOURCE INTERPRETATION 2                                              (5 marks) 

 

 

1.Name the type of farming depicted in the picture above.               (1 mark) 

___________________________________________________________________________ 

2. State two ideal locations of pastoral farming 

___________________________________________________________________________ 

                                                                                               (2 marks) 

3. Explain a problem faced by the above industry.                         (2 marks) 

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________ 

 

 

 

 

 

THE END 


